Candidate Profile
Designation

Sql Developer

No. of Positions

1

Type of Appointment

Permanent

Location

Ahmedabad

Qualification

BE/ B.Tech Computers or MCA

Experience range

3-4 years (Relevant )

Cost to company

Best in industry

Role description
The PostgreSQL database developer is responsible for developing database code. This is a central
role in our development team that will build effective APIs that access and manipulate very large
datasets, many of them geospatial, working with product managers, front end developers, GIS
analysts and DBAs as needed.
Responsibilities:


Implement and maintain database code in the form of stored procedures, scripts, queries,
views, triggers, etc.



Owning all Postgres database architecture and design



Owning all Postgres database production and non-production implementation to ensure
performance, stability, and scalability. Establishing all Postgres support processes and
standards.



Creating appropriate scripts/code for production and non-production Postgres DB updates



Work with front end developers to define simple yet powerful APIs.



Work with GIS analysts to implement geospatial processes, queries and reports.



Work with DBAs to ensure efficiency of database code, integrity of data structures and
quality of data content.



Work with product managers to ensure database code meets requirements.



Review the existing Postgres implementation and propose/implement improvements

Critical skills required:


3+ years working as a database developer working with PostgreSQL



Expert Level SQL, PL/pgSQL, including stored procedures, functions, triggers, and views.



Knowledge of JSON and PostgreSQL support for JSON.



PostGIS proficiency and grasp of core geospatial concepts.



Ability to efficiently write database code without compromising data quality, privacy or
security.



Knowledge of database design principles, query optimization, index management, integrity
checks, statistics and isolation levels



Able to handle multiple tasks in a fast paced environment

Company Profile –
Nascent Info Technologies, an Ahmedabad based CMMI Dev Level 3 certified IT / ITeS company
which delivers intelligent software solutions to its reputed Government and Enterprise/Corporate
clients.
We specialize in the business of providing services like Software design and development, product
planning and development, mobile apps development, datacentre management, datacentre
consultancy and technical support, GIS application development and deployment as well as
Digital/New Media marketing campaign management.
We mainly develop our solutions on PHP, Java, Angular, Ext JS, Android, iOS and GIS open source
technologies. As of now, Nascent has developed wide ranges of Web and Mobile applications for
travellers, book readers, education, city traffic, comprehensive apps for conducting survey and
integrated apps for ERP as well as decision making mobile apps for tourism. We are also developing
GIS based web applications for urban development authorities and municipal corporations.
At Nascent ‘Everything we do, we believe there is always a new way of looking at something, beyond
the rules’. We nurture ‘Creativity and Innovation’ in whatever we do which ultimately simplifies our
solutions that has potential to make difference in people’s lives.
Website –
www.nascentinfo.com
Contact –
Mrugesh Raval
mrugesh.raval@nascentinfo.com
+91- 79- 40 32 12 00

